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By Pauline Reage

Ballantine Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 240 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x
5.1in. x 0.6in.Before Fifty Shades of Grey there was Story of O, the notorious novel of dark obsession
that introduced the world to erotic fiction. How far will a woman go to express her love In this
exquisite and taboo novel of passion and desire, the answer emerges through a daring exploration
of the deepest bonds of sensual domination. O is a beautiful Parisian fashion photographer,
determined to understand and prove her consuming devotion to her lover, Ren, through complete
submission to his every whim, his every desire. It is a journey of forbidden, dangerous choices that
sweeps her through the secret gardens of the sexual underground. From the inner sanctum of a
private club where willing women are schooled in the art of subjugation to the excruciating
embraces of Rens friend Sir Stephen, O tests the outermost limits of pleasure. For as O discovers,
true freedom lies in her pure and complete willingness to do anything for love. This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Basically no words and phrases to describe. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the fi y percent of your book. I am delighted to let you know
that here is the very best publication i have got go through within my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest publication for actually.
-- Wa tson K ohler-- Wa tson K ohler

Complete guideline for publication fanatics. It is actually writter in straightforward words rather than confusing. I am e ortlessly could get a pleasure of
looking at a written book.
-- K ir stin Schuppe-- K ir stin Schuppe
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